America’s
Competitive
Electric Future
100-Day Roadmap for Cleaner, Reliable, Affordable, and Innovative Power Generation
America runs on electricity. As the nation recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic while modernizing its electric power grid,
leaders have an opportunity to foster bipartisan progress on all fronts: our economy, our environment, and our energy future.
Competition in wholesale power markets delivers tremendous benefits: it reduces electricity costs, improves reliability, puts
consumers first, and enhances access for cleaner energy and new technologies.
America’s economic strength and future success demand that we keep essential services running, minimize the cost burden on
families and businesses, and create a strong foundation built on competition and innovation to bring least-cost energy solutions
to customers.
As the Biden administration, Congress and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) leadership balance all of our nation’s
essential energy needs, these competitive policy pillars will help advance leading and emerging electricity solutions that are
reliable, cleaner and cost-effective – while keeping investment risk and costs with companies, not consumers:

1. Future-Focused Market Design for Reliable, Affordable, Innovative Power
Provide regulatory certainty to unlock investment in regional competitive wholesale power markets and
incentivize widespread efficient, reliable, and affordable electricity solutions. While creating a competitive
foundation for innovation and new clean energy integration, future market design must help ensure system
reliability and balance customer costs as the power grid transitions.
To support America’s energy transition, EPSA has worked with FERC, Congress, state policymakers, and power
market operators to focus on fair and transparent competitive solutions that address societal goals.
Bailouts to struggling legacy
assets impede innovation
and new clean energy
growth. Subsidies, customer-funded
bailouts, and other out-of-market
support to specific resources of
any kind reduce competition and
undermine the market’s ability to
select least-cost generation options,
usher in new technology and spur
efficient resource retirement – while
raising costs and putting investment
burden on consumers, rather than
private companies.

EPSA cautions states
against procuring
power generation
through the Fixed Resource
Requirement, which abandons
the benefits and efficiencies
provided by regional competitive
markets and leads to higher
costs and increased market
power for specific resources.

Lawmakers can
protect consumers
by encouraging a
competitive model that minimizes
opportunities for corruption
and shields consumers from
investment risk and costs
associated with stranded assets.

2. Competitive, Affordable Decarbonization
Reduce power generation emissions efficiently, sustainably, and at the least cost to consumers through
regional, market-based tools like carbon pricing, a well-designed Clean Energy Standard (CES), or other
mechanisms that allow all resources to compete to reduce emissions.

EPSA supports
nondiscriminatory
market-based
mechanisms,
ideally economy wide,
to reduce carbon
emissions and carve
a path for future
innovation.

Compared to fragmented state
policies, a technology-neutral
carbon price or well-designed
CES could reduce emissions
in the PJM Interconnection footprint by

28% by 2030,

at an annual cost savings of $2.8 billion
for 65 million customers in 13 states and
the District of Columbia.

Regional markets provide
a platform to realize the
diversity benefit of a large
geographic footprint that
served to spur the early integration
of renewable resources. The next
phase of decarbonization should
at least match the regional scope
of competitive markets to jointly
optimize environmental attributes,
reliability and cost.

3. Sustainable Economy-Wide Electrification
Support increased economy-wide electrification to encourage low-cost emissions reductions from all
sectors - including buildings and transportation - while accounting for additional system demand and
reliability needs.
Meeting decarbonization goals will rely on greater electrification of the economy -- creating additional need for
affordable firm power generation to reliably serve increased electricity usage.

Competitive Power Suppliers By the Numbers
Nearly

150,000 MW
of power generation
More than

3,420 MW

650 MW
of battery storage on the grid with more
than 6,000 MW in development

7,140 MW
of renewable power

of competitive
nuclear generation

The Benefits of Competition
Competitive power generation companies provide reliable power solutions to America’s electric grid and consumers. EPSA
member companies are investing in cutting-edge, lower-carbon resources such as battery storage, more efficient generation
technology, competitive wind and solar, transmission infrastructure and electric vehicle charging stations – while retiring
uneconomic coal generation and other facilities as market signals direct.
By ensuring a healthy, durable competitive foundation with consistent and predictable rules for power suppliers to operate, we
can encourage new clean energy growth while protecting consumers from unnecessarily high costs.
To learn more about America’s competitive electric future, visit www.epsa.org.
The Electric Power Supply Association (EPSA) is the national trade association representing America’s competitive power suppliers. EPSA members provide more than
150,000 MW of reliable and competitively priced electricity from environmentally responsible facilities using a diverse mix of fuels and technologies including natural
gas, wind, solar, hydropower, geothermal, storage, biomass, and coal. EPSA seeks to bring the benefits of competition to all power customers. Learn more at www.epsa.
org and connect with us on LinkedIn and Twitter @EPSAnews.

